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DOMEHEAD™ FRONT & BACK PLUGS
Patent # 5,785,090

5-LINE MULTI-SIZE
FRONT & BACK PLUGS

Patent # 5,379,802

Patent # 4,079,755

THE LANSAS DOMEHEAD™ is the most durable multi-size pipe plug available. The
unique design of this plug is covered under two U.S. patents. The first patent relates
to the 2-ply of cross biased tire cord reinforcement (more on larger sizes). This design
allows for controlled expansion of the plug. As this plug inflates it gets larger in
diameter and shorter in length. By changing the shape of the plug rather than
stretching the rubber we are able to make contact in the pipe at a lower pressure.
This gives us higher contact pressure per square inch at an overall lower inflation
pressure. Contact area and pressure are everything.
The second patent covers our superior end design. The ends are reinforced with a steel “spider™” ring wrapped in
fabric. The fabric extends from the spider™ into the body of the plug. This advanced design transfers the stress of
the inflation through the fabric to the steel spider™ ring leaving the bond at the base plate at a more relaxed state.

RUPTURE PROTECTED
DOMEHEAD™ PLUGS
LANSAS RUPTURE PROTECTED PLUGS have a built in air
relief valve that will prevent the plug from being over inflated
due to faulty gauges or operator error. Once the valves cracking
pressure is reached the Lansas
Valve will open relieving
the excess pressure. The
Valve will reset at, or just below
the required inflation pressure for the plug.

The new 5-Line™ Multi-Size Front and Back Plugs are better in a number of ways. The most noticeable difference
is in the very unique new design featuring the LANSAS proprietary “Flat-Rib”™ design which holds 60% more back
pressure than standard O-ring ribbed plugs. We are using our improved reformulated rubber and laying the fabric in a
way that the plugs can get the widest range of use on the market today. As with all other LANSAS products included
in the 5-Line™ group, our 5-Line™ Multi-Size Front and Back plugs are equipped with the LANSAS
Rupture
Protection. We trust in this design enough to back it with the 5-Line™ 5 YEAR WARRANTY. If you are looking for the
most Return on Investment look no further than the LANSAS 5-Line™ where once again it shows LANSAS is BETTER
BY DESIGN™ since 1955.

RUPTURE PROTECTED PLUG
Features:
• Eliminate operator error
• No broken discs to be replaced
• Plug stays in service
• Valve is recessed to prevent
damage
•
valves now available on
most Multi Size Plugs
manufactured by Lansas Products
• Don’t be sold by cheap imitations of the original
• Another original design by Lansas Products
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LANSAS Newly Redesigned
Protective Sleeves
The LANSAS Protective Sleeve now has large
D-Rings in place of the typical loops you see on
other manufacturer’s sleeves. This simple design
improvement is superior in strength and makes it
much easier to restrain the sleeve using the
LANSAS SMART-SECURE™ Protective Sleeve
Cable Restraint System.
These D-Rings are tied into the sleeve with 2-Ply’s
of biased cord fabric for added strength to ensure
years of reliable service.
LANSAS Protective Sleeves help protect the plug
while in the pipeline saving it from damage from
debris, degraded pipe, barnacles, and more while in
the pipeline. Additionally, it protects the Pipe Plug,
your real investment, while on harsh job sites when
stored improperly or simply from being moved from
spot to spot during normal use.
LANSAS Protective Sleeves often times can be
repaired at the LANSAS Factory
y Warehouses where
repairs are completed.
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